
Subject: Recommenda	ons for Future NuFact Workshops

From: Palladino Vi�orio <palladino@na.infn.it>

Date: 03.06.2016 19:11

To: Vi�orio Palladino <vi�orio.palladino@na.infn.it>, Jorge G Morfin <morfin@fnal.gov>,

Koichiro Nishikawa <nishikaw@neutrino.kek.jp>, "Patrick Huber" <pahuber@vt.edu>, Maury C

Goodman <maury.goodman@anl.gov>, "Francesco Terranova" <francesco.terranova@cern.ch>,

Ernesto Kemp <kemp@ifi.unicamp.br>, YF Wang <yfwang@ihep.ac.cn>, Jim Strait

<strait@fnal.gov>, Yoshitaka KUNO <kuno@phys.sci.osaka-u.ac.jp>, Jeffrey K Nelson

<jkn@fnal.gov>, Harold Kirk <hkirk@bnl.gov>, Anselmo Cervera <acervera@ific.uv.es>, Helio da

Mo�a <helio@cbpf.br>, Naba Mondal x3590 04009V <Nkm@	fr.res.in>, Alex Bogacz

<bogacz@jlab.org>, "Craig D. Moore" <cmoore@fnal.gov>, Jean Tran Thanh Van

<jtrantv@gmail.com>, Marcos Dracos <marcos.dracos@in2p3.fr>, Deborah Harris

<dharris@fnal.gov>, Alain Blondel <alain.blondel@cern.ch>, Takuya Hasegawa

<takuya.hasegawa@kek.jp>, Bob Svoboda <rsvoboda@physics.ucdavis.edu>, "Stephen Geer"

<sgeer@fnal.gov>, Alan D Bross <bross@fnal.gov>, Kenneth Richard Long

<k.long@imperial.ac.uk>, Paul Soler <p.soler@physics.gla.ac.uk>

                  Dear SPC members,

the frequency of the NuFact Workshop, ie the 8th line of

the  document that recently made our consensus, re-a�ached

here, will already be re-discussed again later today.

We would make NuFact half as useful, reducing prematurely that

frequency . 

The main argument in favour of yearly periodicity, that is infact

already in the document, remains: the simple magnificent fact that

neutrino mixing is now. In par	cular, neutrino mixing (physics) with

accelerator beams. NuFacts in Beijing, Glasgow and Rio were excellent.

So were the schools nearby. 

This season will not last for ever. And NuFact will fade away,

eventually. Guidance will to us come from a�endance and impact

in Vietnam and Sweden and interests in organizing  2018 and

beyond.

Be as it may, Nufact should not be in alternate with the much more

general Neutrino (Physics and Astrophysics) Conference, that already is

run in alternance with the smaller WIN (Weak Interac	on and Neutrino)

Workshop.

Neutrino physics with beams is generally only a small frac	on of either of

these two events, anyway.

NuFact should instead shape its own, different, future.
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With mission to be the forum of T2K/T2HK, MINERVA, MINOS+, NOVA, DUNE,

the Fermilab and JPARC SBL program, the CERN plaLorm .... SHINE and SHIP ....

reactors and other echos when relevant. Un	l it proves relevant. 

A place, but no special focus, helas, for a muon storage ring.  One day,

perhaps, maybe.

A�rac	ng more of the NBI (Neutrino Beam Instrumenta	on) Workshop

crowd is rather the task of WG3 now.

Vi�orio

-------- Messaggio Inoltrato --------
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Data:Fri, 4 Dec 2015 14:48:32 +0000

Mi�ente:Jorge G Morfin <morfin@fnal.gov>

A:Vi�orio Palladino <vi�orio.palladino@na.infn.it>, Koichiro Nishikawa

<nishikaw@neutrino.kek.jp>, Patrick Huber <pahuber@vt.edu>, Maury C Goodman

<maury.goodman@anl.gov>, Francesco Terranova <francesco.terranova@cern.ch>,

Ernesto Kemp <kemp@ifi.unicamp.br>, YF Wang <yfwang@ihep.ac.cn>, Jim Strait

<strait@fnal.gov>, Yoshitaka KUNO <kuno@phys.sci.osaka-u.ac.jp>, Jeffrey K Nelson

<jkn@fnal.gov>, Harold Kirk <hkirk@bnl.gov>, Anselmo Cervera <acervera@ific.uv.es>,

Helio da Mo�a <helio@cbpf.br>, Naba Mondal x3590 04009V <Nkm@	fr.res.in>, Alex

Bogacz <bogacz@jlab.org>, Craig D. Moore <cmoore@fnal.gov>, Jean Tran Thanh Van

<jtrantv@gmail.com>, Marcos Dracos <marcos.dracos@in2p3.fr>, Deborah Harris

<dharris@fnal.gov>, Alain Blondel <alain.blondel@cern.ch>, Takuya Hasegawa

<takuya.hasegawa@kek.jp>, Bob Svoboda <rsvoboda@physics.ucdavis.edu>, Stephen

Geer <sgeer@fnal.gov>

CC:Alan D Bross <bross@fnal.gov>, Kenneth Richard Long <k.long@imperial.ac.uk>, Paul

Soler <p.soler@physics.gla.ac.uk>

Dear SPC Members,

Please find a�ached an alterna	ve set of recommenda	ons regarding the future NuFact

workshops for your considera	on.  This set, based on the draM circulated by Vi�orio on 21

November, a�empts to represent the thoughts of those of us on the SPC who consider the

original goals of the series based on neutrinos from muon beams as important for the future of

the field.  

These recommenda	ons also welcome and support the inclusion of the study of conven	onal

neutrino beams to get the best physics possible from these facili	es.  However, to con	nue

calling this series NuFact Workshops, the improvement in this "best physics" by using

muon-based neutrino beams should be an obvious goal of the workshops.

Best regards,

Alan Bross, Ken Long, Jorge G. Morfin and Paul Soler
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